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Our Holiday Sampler Pack
of ZigZapp Shapes can
be ordered online! Printed
fusible interfacing shapes
make this project so EASY!

O

Perfect for a group project!
Kids love sewing - this is quick & simple!
Use up a bunch of scraps!
Tie onto packages for a festive finish!

Yardage & Cutting
QUILTSMART
INTERFACING:
Any ZigZapp! shape that
you want!

MATERIALS:

Lots of Scraps!
Many of the ZigZapp
shapes will fit on a 5”
charm square!
Ribbon or cording.

used: Star Struck,
1Scott.We
Birds, Up North, Great
ZigZapps and usually

stitched and turned, but these
ornaments feature a raw edge
method. You will use: (2)
squares of fabric larger than
your shape, (1) square of “By
Annie’s Soft and Stable” or
batting the same size as your
fabric squares.

the rough side of the
2wrongFuse
interfacing shape to the
side of the front fabric.

We used canvas (a painter’s drop
cloth!), but you can use broadcloth,
cottons, flannels, etc., and you can
use a different fabric for the back.

on the solid line
3bobbinSewthread
. The
will show on the
with
a short stitch (2.0mm)

front.

Make a “quilt sandwich” by
Trim close to the stitching,
Decorate (glue or stitching)
4
layering the the bottom
5
being careful when
6
as you wish with buttons,
fabric, the batting/stabilizer, and trimming around the cording.
flannels, french knots/buttons
the top fabric as shown above.
Stitch again (straight stitch,
zigzag, or decorative stitch) over
the first line or zigzag, tucking a
hanger (cording) under the top
layer at your desired position.
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Tip: Cut around the cording, then
fold it to the back to cut just the
top layer of fabric, then
fold the cording over the
top fabric to cut the
stabilizer and back fabric.

If you liked this project, you will love our Fusible
Flats, adorable dolls with Velcro™ clothing, made
very much the same way as the ornaments!
Visit our website for a lot more information!

for eyes, sequins, etc. Tip: draw
with frixion pen first! Enjoy!

